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Cryo-Electron Microscopy 
● Cryo-EM is largely seen as a replacement for X-ray 

crystallography. Both allow high-resolution information about 
macromoleculer structures (especially proteins, nucleotides, 
and lipids). These structures carry out most of the functions of
cells in their three-dimensional structures.  

● Initially, Cryo-EM was used for large proteins that resisted 
X-ray crystallography, but at a lower resolution. Resolution has 
improved  substantially with technological advances.

● Single-particle workflow [1] involves starting with a purified 
protein sample, applying  the sample to a grid (e.g., amorphous 
carbon), plunge the grid into a crygogen (e.g., liquid ethane) 
which  flash-freezes it. 

● From this 2D electron micrographs are taken of individual 
protein  particles  on the sample grid with transmission electron 
microscopes and direct detection  cameras.  Noisy images are 
averaged and aligned to produce  a 3D map, which  is iteratively 
refined validated  with software tools. Finally, a protein 
sequence is fitted producing a 3D model of the protein. 

● Easy, right?!



  

Processing and Data Workflow 
● The computational workflow involves transferring the the images from the 

instrument, iterative averaging and aligning to produce the 3D map
sequence then fitting to produce a 3D model of the protein.

● This involves very large datasets, significant graphics intensive processing, and 
often interactive involvement by the scientist.

● Complexity? Even the simplified tutorial has
29 steps! 
https://github.com/xtreme-d/relion-tutorial-simplified

● Large dataset? A typical automated workflow 
applied to the  protein  apoferritin, produces a 2.8Å 
resolution 3D map  within a few hours of sample 
insertion. 
a) 133 movies (totaling 428 gigabytes)… 
b) Movies were corrected for motion using 
Motioncor2, CTF was estimated using ctffind4, 
and 27,324 particles were picked from images 
with suitable drift and CTF parameters 
(3.8 gigabytes of metadata). 
C) 2D classification using RELION was used to 
sort out 15,835 suitable particles (39 gigabytes)...
d) 3D classification and refinement (RELION) results in the final 2.8Å 3D map (72 
Gbytes); modeling performed using Chimera [2].



  

Workflow at UniMelb
● Main purpose of the laboratory is to determine 3D structure of macromolecular 

protein complexes, including ATPases, bacterial transporters and ion channels via 
Cryo-EM.

● Instrument (Thermo Fisher Krios, Thermo Fisher Glacios, and Thermo Fisher 
Aquilos ) captured images are transferred to a MediaFlux storage. This amounts to 
4.8 TB per day, c2.32 PB per week (more than 50% of the total instrument data).

● Typically, from MediaFlux 
they are processed by a 
dedicated high-performance 
(and high-cost) GPU Linux 
server which can be 
accessed (poorly at times) 
via NoMachine's 
cache/forward approach. 
Significant interactive 
visualisation required 
using ChimeraX. 
The general purpose HPC 
system, Spartan, is also 
used.



  

Cryo-EM Tools on Spartan
● There are also four projects with an aggregate of forty-five researchers that make use 

of the Spartan HPC system for Cryo-EM, especially the GPU partitions for global 
alignment of movies, 2-D Classification, 3-D Classification, 3-D Refinement, etc

● The significant GPU partition is 72 nodes, each with four NVIDIA P100 graphics cards, 
which can provide a theoretical maximum of around 900 teraflops was funded 
through ARC LIEF grant LE170100200. 

● Early software approach was to use EasyBuild to develop fine-tuned and customesd 
software. Example software included RELION, EMAN2, and Scipion. and the Lmod 
environment modules system. MediaFLUX is integrated into the modules system.

● Most recently started using SBGrid execution environment. This is highly 
recommended [3]! SBGrid Consortium runs out of Harvard They provide a suite of 
some 400+ pre-compiled applications with monthly updates and testing, individual 
applications can be self-managed, with a regular rsync. 

● Environment is simply invoked by a simple source command and can be easily 
integrated into HPC job submission script 
templates. 

● Sufficiently good that it has largely replaced 
use of  our custom-built versions of Scipion 
and  Relion.



  

Future Challenges 

● Integration of tools that require a website, such as cyroSPARC. Two main uses: (a) 
alignment of CryoEM microscopes, where they need to realtime stream the data to 
CyroSPARC Live and (b) Once the microscope is aligned, the data is taken and 
streamed to Mediaflux. The ownership is transferred to the specific research group 
the microscope operators.

● Main issue is that we don't have dedicated nodes on the HPC for such purposes, so 
we're building it with Cloud VMs with the challenge of data movement from 
microscope to VM and ownership. As cryoSparc runs as a specific user, 
all data needs to be accessible  to that user. Because the services run as X user, 
you would need to spin up N instances  of the Cryosparc GUI for the N users 
who want to use it

● The cryo-electron microscopy laboratory would really prefer to do their workload on 
Spartan. But we (currently) don't have FastX available for the GPU partition, and it 
is faster than the alternatives see: (https://www.starnet.com/fastx/performance). We 
do have the GPU partition available with Spartan's Open OnDemand and Jupyter 
Notebook are used by the appropriate projects.

● Tutorial! Whilst we do have a good collection of tutorials for job submission for 
other applications, our tutorials for the Cryo-EM tools is woefully underdeveloped.
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